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Abstract: This study illustrates the linkages between the ISO’s Land Administration Domain Model
(LADM) and the UN’s sustainable development goals (SDGs), highlighting the role of the LADM
in promoting effective land administration suitable for efficient computation of land/water (space)-
related SDG indicators. The main contribution of this study is the formalization of SDG indicators
by using the ISO standard LADM. This paper proposes several SDG-indicator-related extensions to
the multi-part LADM standard that is currently under revision. These extensions encompass the
introduction of new procedures for calculating indicators, the integration of blueprints for external
classes to fulfil additional information needs and the design of interface classes for presenting
indicator values across specific countries and reporting years. In an innovative approach, this paper
introduces the Four-Step Method—a powerful framework designed to formalize SDG indicators
within the LADM framework. Detailed attention is devoted to specific indicators, including 1.4.2
(secure land rights), 5.a.1 (women’s agricultural land rights), 14.5.1 (protected marine areas) and 11.5.2
(valuation as a basis for direct economic loss). In short, the Four-Step Method is pivotal in eliminating
ambiguities, enhancing the efficiency of indicator computation and securing more accurate indicator
values that more truly reflect the progress towards SDG realization. This approach is also expected to
work with other (ISO) standards for other SDG indicators.

Keywords: LADM; SDGs; sustainable development; land registration; marine georegulation;
valuation information

1. Introduction

The sustainable development goals (SDGs) provide a comprehensive framework
for global action, encompassing critical areas such as poverty eradication, environmental
sustainability, and social equity [1]. Among these goals, some are intricately tied to the realm
of land, emphasizing the critical importance of effective land management and equitable
land distribution for sustainable development [2]. In this context, land administration plays
a pivotal role in ensuring the efficient management and just allocation of land resources [3].

The Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) is a prominent international stan-
dard (ISO 19152:2012) in the field of land administration, providing a comprehensive
framework that defines conceptual models and standardized methodologies for the de-
sign and development of land administration systems [4]. The LADM serves as a crucial
tool for nations seeking to enhance their land administration systems, thereby promoting
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sustainable utilization of land resources and equitable distribution. The standard is cur-
rently under revision and in this paper, the new edition of the LADM is used [5]. Further,
the revision of the LADM aims to support the computations of (relevant) SDG indicators as
already indicated in the ISO stage-0 document for the future multi-part LADM [6,7]. How
the indicator formalization can be realized is explained in this paper.

The objective of this paper is to explore and analyze how the SDG indicators can be
linked with the LADM, aiming to support and advance the realization of SDGs through a
formal methodology. Currently, SDG indicators are expressed in natural language, which
can lead to ambiguity. The LADM provides a shared vocabulary (ontology) that helps to
clarify these indicators, thereby reducing ambiguity. Specifically, this paper analyzes several
specific indicators in more detail (Table 1): 1.4.2 (secure land rights) [8], 5.a.1 (women’s
agricultural land rights) [9], 14.5.1 (protected marine areas) [10] and 11.5.2 (valuation as
a basis for direct economic loss) [11]. Methods and procedures are added to the existing
LADM classes to perform the actual indicator calculations, along with blueprints for
external classes with additional information needs and interface classes to display the
resulting indicator values for a specific country in a specific reporting year. Ensuring the
accuracy of indicator values is paramount, particularly in highlighting the true realization
of SDGs. When data are available, the LADM helps to improve the efficiency of calculating
SDG indicators and reduces ambiguity. In the absence of a land administration system,
the LADM can assist in establishing a system and calculating related SDG indicators.
This paper analyzes existing methods for calculating these indicators and explores the
possibility of simplifying the calculation process by revising the LADM. The revised LADM
can optimize data management and data updates, thereby supporting effective monitoring
and realization of SDGs [6].

Table 1. Case study indicators and their corresponding abbreviations in this paper.

Indicator No. Indicator Full Name Abbreviation in This Paper

1.4.2

“Proportion of total adult population with secure tenure
rights to land, (a) with legally recognized documentation,
and (b) who perceive their rights to land as secure, by sex

and type of tenure.”

1.4.2 (secure land rights)

5.a.1

“(a) Proportion of total agricultural population with
ownership or secure rights over agricultural land, by sex;

and (b) share of women among owners or rights-bearers of
agricultural land, by type of tenure.”

5.a.1 (women agricultural land rights)

14.5.1 “Coverage of protected areas in relation to marine areas.” 14.5.1 (protected marine areas)

11.5.2 “Direct economic loss attributed to disasters in relation to
global gross domestic product (GDP)” 11.5.2 (valuation as basis for direct economic loss)

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The remainder of the first section
presents the necessary background information, and the concepts addressed in this paper
are introduced: the basic concepts of the LADM, its ongoing revisions and a brief back-
ground of SDGs. The second section describes the methodology followed and material
used in this paper. The third section gives the main results of this paper: the indicator de-
velopment process and examples by selecting four representative indicators and applying
the aforementioned processes. In the fourth section, the results will be discussed. Finally,
the conclusions and proposals for future research are presented.

1.1. ISO 19152:2012 LADM Basic Concepts and Ongoing Revision

The Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) is an international standard which
describes people-to-land relationships by providing a shared vocabulary (ontology) and
a formal language (Unified Modeling Language, UML) [4], aiming to facilitate communi-
cation among various stakeholders, both within one country and internationally. While
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the LADM is a generic model, it can be extended and customized for specific regions or
countries, making it a versatile tool in the field of land administration (as presented in [12]).

Widely adopted by international organizations like the United Nations [13] and the
World Bank, the LADM serves as a common language for different stakeholders such as
land surveyors [14], land registrars [15] and land managers [16]. Currently, around ten
countries around the world have implemented the LADM (or are working on this) as a part
of their land administration systems, including Scotland, Indonesia, and Colombia, while
more than fifteen countries have adopted the Social Tenure Domain Model (STDM) [17].

The scope of LADM Edition I is limited to the land tenure component of the land
administration paradigm (see the grey circle in Figure 1), whereas LADM Edition II aims to
extend the scope of Edition I to include land value, land use and land development (red
circle in Figure 2 [6]).

Figure 1. Land administration paradigm and LADM scope ([5]; adapted from [18]).

Figure 2. LADM Edition II Parts 1-5 ([19]).

Currently, the second edition of the LADM is under development, comprising six parts
(Figure 2), each serving a distinct purpose within the realm of land administration. Part 1
serves as the overarching standard, providing a high-level outline for the entire framework.
Part 2, building upon the foundation set by the LADM Edition I, expands 3D spatial profiles.
Part 3 seeks to synchronize the delineation of RRRs with maritime concepts to bridge land
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and marine domains. Part 4 is dedicated to the valuation aspects of land and Part 5
focuses on spatial planning information. The forthcoming Part 6 is planned to provide
guidelines for the practical implementation of the LADM, emphasizing collaboration with
the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Ref. [5] provides a detailed overview of the latest
developments of LADM Edition II. The first part of Edition II was recently published [20].

1.2. UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Metadata

Global research on land indicators, exemplified by studies like [21–23], has significantly
contributed to understanding the complexities of sustainable development, particularly
within the framework of the SDGs. This knowledge becomes paramount when considering
the extensive scope of the SDGs, as highlighted by the intricate network of 17 overarching
goals, 169 targets, and 248 different indicators (of which 231 are unique), some of which
are further subdivided into sub-indicators (e.g., 1.4.2 (secure land rights), 5.a.1 (women’s
agricultural land rights), etc.) [24,25]. The metadata for SDG indicators [26] contain vital
information on the precise measurement, monitoring and reporting of progress. This
includes detailed definitions of each indicator, calculation methodologies, data sources
and associated indicators. For instance, the metadata for SDG 1.1, “By 2030, eradicate
extreme poverty for all people everywhere, currently measured as people living on less
than USD 1.25 a day”, provide detailed information regarding the way “extreme poverty”
is defined, the methods used for collecting and analyzing data and the measures taken to
ensure that the data are comparable and consistent [27].

It is noted that the metadata of SDG indicators lack uniform standardization. The com-
pilation of relevant documentation was carried out by different entities, resulting in devia-
tions in the level of detail and frequency of updates. For example, Indicator 12.3.1, covering
the food loss index and food waste index, has two metadata documents managed by the
FAO [28] and UNEP [29]. In some cases, instead of detailed descriptions, only hyperlinks
to other sources are included.

2. Materials and Methods

Three fundamental hypotheses underpin this ongoing research:

1. By amalgamating the standardized principles and methodologies of the ISO 19152
LADM with the overarching goals and targets of the UN Agenda 2030, the result-
ing land administration indicators will manifest as more comprehensive, accurate
and representative.

2. The utilization of these indicators has the potential to bolster evidence-based policy-
making, thereby substantively contributing to the realization of the SDGs.

3. The effectiveness and expediency of indicator computation can be significantly en-
hanced through continuous updates to the land administration system (LAS).

This research is divided into two main parts: first, we identify the SDGs that are
related to the LADM and classify them; second, we analyze how the LADM, in the context
of its second edition, applies to the SDGs. Through this paper, it is expected that the
potential role and importance of the LADM in promoting sustainable land administration
and supporting the achievement of the SDGs will be clearly revealed.

To facilitate this, a systematic methodology called the Four-Step Method is developed
for this research, which streamlines the process from keyword extraction to the creation
of a comprehensive Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagram. As shown in Figure 3,
it begins with a thorough extraction and refinement of keywords, aligns these with the
LADM components, categorizes the associations and culminates in the development of
a detailed UML representation. This methodological framework ensures a rigorous and
structured approach to analyzing and integrating land administration data.
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Indicators

Step 1:  Keywords Extraction

a. Identification of Noun Phrases

b. Filtering Redundant Vocabulary

c. Extraction of Keywords

Step 2: Matching with LADM

LA_Source

VersionedObject

LA_Party 

LA_SpatialUnitnit

LA_BAUnit

LA_RRR

VM_ValuationUnit

SP_PlanUnit

Step 3: Categorization

Non-Association (Category 0)

Full Computational Association (Category 1)

Partial Computational Association (Category 2)

Indirect Association (Category 3)

Association with Other International Standards (Category 4)

Step 4. Create UML

c. Implementation Method

b. Add Compartment 
(Attributes and Operations

a. Represented in UML Diagram

自由主题

Figure 3. Methodology followed in this paper.

Indicator Selection and Classification

This section comprises four sub-sections, each one devoted to the analysis of the four
steps of the methodology as presented in Figure 3.

Step 1: Keyword Extraction and Preliminary Filtering

First and foremost, it is important to use the core terminology of the LADM to per-
form an initial filtering for the identification of the relevant indicators. The core terms are
Land, Party, RRRs (Rights, Responsibilities, Restrictions), Spatial Units, Marine, Valuation
and Spatial Plan. The definitions of these terms are provided in the official documen-
tation submitted to ISO/TC211 during LADM Edition II development and are briefly
presented below:

1. Land: the spatial extent that is defined by RRRs and encompasses the surface of the
earth, strata, sub-strata or the marine environment, like a building.

2. Party: a person or organization that plays a role in a rights, responsibilities, or restric-
tions transaction, like a natural person.

3. Right: formal or informal entitlement to own or do something.
4. Responsibility: formal or informal obligation on the land owner to allow or do something.
5. Restriction: formal or informal obligation on the land owner to refrain from do-

ing something.
6. Spatial Units: the areas of land (or water, e.g., water rights and the marine environ-

ment) where the rights and social tenure relationships apply.
7. Marine: relating to navigation or shipping; relating to or connected with the sea; used

or adopted for use at sea.
8. Valuation: the process of estimating the value of an immovable property.

(a) value: the value of a property or a property unit estimated under certain
assumptions at a particular moment in time.

9. Spatial Plan: a set of documents that indicates a strategic direction for the develop-
ment of a given geographic area, states the policies, priorities, programs, and land
allocations that will implement the strategic direction and influences the distribution
of people and activities in spaces of various scales.

(a) plan unit: homogenous smallest area/space (2D/3D) with an assigned func-
tion/purpose to represent the potential land use development according to the
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spatial planning authorities at the highest detail and largest scale (usually the
municipality/ neighborhood level)

10. Source: document providing legal and/or administrative facts on which the LA object
[right, restriction, responsibility, basic administrative unit, party, or spatial unit] is
based on.

Next, relevant words are filtered from the SDGs. The intricate semantic relationships
between words and terms may involve synonymy, hypernymy or contextual relevance.
Each word is subjected to careful evaluation, gauging its alignment with the core LADM
terminology, thereby facilitating the creation of a semantic bridge between the landscape of
the SDGs and the land administration domain. This reveals the consistency and nuances of
expression between the terminology of the SDGs and the LADM, thus laying the foundation
for harmonization between the two fields.

Step 2: Matching SDGs with LADM core classes

The selected indicators underwent a rigorous evaluation process, which involved a
comprehensive analysis of their corresponding SDG indicator metadata documents [30]
and a rigorous matching process. A key aspect of this evaluation was the careful examina-
tion of specific sections within the indicator metadata documents, namely, “0.f. Related
indicators”, “2.a. Definition and concepts”, “3.a. Data sources” and “4.c. Method of
Computation”. Briefly:

1. For “0.f. Related indicators”. It identifies related indicators to understand their con-
nections and potential overlaps, aiding in defining the evaluation scope. For example,
for Indicator 5.1.1, “Whether or not legal frameworks are in place to promote, enforce
and monitor equality and non-discrimination on the basis of sex”, to avoid duplication,
it does not cover areas of law that are addressed under Indicator 5.a.2, “Proportion of
countries where the legal framework (including customary law” guarantees women’s
equal rights to land ownership and/or control);

2. For “2.a. Definition and concepts”. It provides explanations for the more generalized
text used in the indicators. For example, for Indicator 1.4.1, “Proportion of population
living in households with access to basic services”, the precise definition of “basic
services” is elaborated upon;

3. For “3.a. Data sources”. It gives information on the potential databases and the
organizations responsible for data collection, allowing for a quick assessment of
whether they are relevant to the data involved in the LADM;

4. For “4.c. Method of Computation”. The specific calculation methods for each indi-
cator are detailed, which encompass a variety of approaches, like the formulation
of mathematical equations, tabulated scoring systems, etc. This section also plays a
pivotal role in the subsequent classification of indicators.

This thorough analysis was instrumental in ensuring the accuracy and reliability of
the chosen indicators, as it provides a deep understanding of the conceptual framework
and technical aspects underpinning them. Subsequently, a rigorous alignment process was
conducted, associating the basic classes (and sub-classes) from the various parts of LADM
Edition II with these selected indicators. As previously mentioned, the basic classes are
LA_Party, LA_SpatialUnit, LA_BAUnit, LA_RRR, VM_ValuationUnit and SP_PlanUnit,
and they all stem from VersionedObject (and are associated with LA_Source). For those
indicators that could be matched and have explicit calculation formulas, it should be
noted which data cannot be provided by the LADM and may need to be sourced from
external data sets.

Step 3: Indicator Categorization

In the third step, a comprehensive classification of the selected indicators is exe-
cuted based on their nuanced relationships with the LADM. The categorization criteria
employed are:
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1. Non-Association (Category 0): These indicators demonstrate no discernible direct or
computational correlation with the LADM.

2. Full Computational Association (Category 1): Indicators falling within this category
exhibit an unequivocal and comprehensive computational interdependence with the
LADM. All data required for the calculation of these indicators can be obtained from
a land administration system that conforms to the LADM.

3. Partial Computational Association (Category 2): These indicators, while partly reliant
on data provided by the LADM for their calculations, necessitate additional external
data sources. They thus have a partial computational connection to the LADM.

4. Indirect Association (Category 3): The LADM offers supportive roles during the
indicator generation process. These roles are:

(a) Indicator involves LADM elements (classes or attributes) but lacks direct
expression (and therefore calculation) within the structure of the model. For ex-
ample, for the indicator “14.6.1 Degree of implementation of international
instruments aiming to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing”,
the computation method is based on surveys and scoring, and it is related to
elements such as marine and land rights within the LADM.

(b) Indicator indirectly utilizes LADM elements, and their final expressions do
not have a direct relation with the LADM. For instance, in the indicator “1.2.2
Proportion of men, women and children of all ages living in poverty in all its
dimensions according to national definitions”, “Poverty” includes a “housing”
dimension, which is related to “BAUnit”.

5. Association with Other Standards (Category 4): Indicators categorized as such
are fundamentally linked with other (international) standards to be computed and
potentially may partly rely on the LADM.

Step 4: Create UML

This last step focuses on developing the indicator within the context of the LADM.
The development of the indicators includes translating their computational requirements
and dependencies into practical and systematic implementations; this is organized as follows:

1. Represented in a UML Diagram: UML class diagrams are developed to express
all the information needed to calculate the indicators from the SDG metadata docu-
ment, specifically:

(a) Information that can be directly represented by packages within the current
version of the LADM [5].

(b) Information that has a well-defined source and can be linked from UML
external classes to other databases. While the construction of external databases
encompassing party data, address data, taxation data, land cover data, physical
utility network data, earth surface data and archive data falls outside the scope
of the LADM, the LADM provides stereotype classes for these data sets, which
indicate what data set elements the LADM expects from these external sources.

(c) Information that will be output in an interface class.

2. Add compartment: For the most relevant class, a dedicated compartment is used
for the computation of the indicator values. This compartment contains the name
and parameters of the added operations. It is noted that the spatial extent (country,
province, municipality) and temporal extent (decade, year, month) may vary. A typical
operation could be to compute an indicator value in a specific year and for a specific
area, e.g., compute indicator X (year, area).

3. Implementation Method: For each operation, a well-defined implementation method
is specified within the UML diagram. This includes an attached note defining the steps
of computation. The implementation methods are articulated using programming
languages (i.e., Python, Java, pseudo-code). Crucially, these methods were aligned
with the information elements delineated in the utilized UML classes.
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4. Interface Class: For each indicator, the resulting values, as produced by the three
mentioned components above, are conveniently represented in so-called interface
classes. In the LADM, interface classes are used in other situations where information
is collected from other classes and somehow combined, e.g., LA_SpatialUnitOverview
(i.e., cadastral map) or LA_PartyPortfolio, also collecting and aggregating information
from other LADM classes.

5. Add color: To enhance readability, distinct colors are utilized to represent various ele-
ments: green signifies classes from the Party Package, yellow denotes classes from the
Administrative Package, blue represents classes from the Spatial Unit Package, white
indicates the Source Class, orange is used for classes from the Valuation Information
Package, greyish blue is used for classes from the Spatial Information Package, purple
signifies External Classes, brown denotes interface classes and light pink highlights
methods that implement operations. Text highlighted in red emphasizes components
that are crucial for the computation of the indicator.

This systematic approach ensures a structured and comprehensive documentation for
indicator development and calculation in the context of the LADM, facilitating clarity and
transparency in the computational processes associated with each indicator.

3. Results

This section delves into the practical applications and implications of linking the
LADM with selected SDG indicators, exemplifying the theoretical framework established
in previous sections. Through a series of case studies, the aim is to illustrate how different
parts of the LADM can be effectively utilized to support and measure progress towards
specific SDGs. Ranging from land registration to property valuation, each case study
focuses on a different aspect of the LADM and links to a corresponding SDG indicator,
thereby demonstrating the practicality and significance of the LADM in various contexts of
sustainable development. The Four-Step Method is consistently employed across all cases
to ensure a uniform approach to analysis.

3.1. LADM Part 2: Land Registration with SDG 1.4.2

The first case study explores the intersection of LADM Part 2 [5], which focuses
on land registration, with SDG 1.4.2. SDG 1 aims to eradicate poverty in all its forms
worldwide, with SDG 1.4 specifically targeting the promotion of secure land tenure rights
for all individuals and SDG 1.4.2 serving as an indicator, measuring the proportion of
the adult population with secure tenure rights to land. The Four-Step Method is applied
as follows.

3.1.1. Indicator Classification

SDG Indicator 1.4.2: “Proportion of total adult population with secure tenure rights to land,
(a) with legally recognized documentation, and (b) who perceive their rights to land as secure, by sex
and type of tenure.”

Step 1: Keyword Extraction
Firstly, to make an initial judgement on whether the SDG 1.4.2 indicator is related to

the LADM, the indicator description needs to be analyzed. The process of “Identification
of Noun Phrases–Filtering Redundant Vocabulary–Extraction of Keywords” was used,
as shown in Figure 4.

The keywords include “legally recognized documentation”, “adult population”, “sex”,
“secure tenure rights”, “rights to land” and “type of tenure”, and their corresponding
LADM core terms are “Source”, “Party” and “Rights”.
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“Proportion of total adult
population with secure tenure
rights to land, (a) with legally

recognized documentation, and (b)
who perceive their rights to land as
secure, by sex and type of tenure”

“Proportion of total adult population”
“secure tenure rights to land”

“legally recognized documentation”
“perceive their rights to land as secure”

“sex”
“type of tenure”

“adult population”
“secure tenure rights ”

“legally recognized documentation”
“perceive”

“rights to land”
“sex”

“type of tenure”

“adult population” - Party
“sex” - Party

Identification of Noun Phrases Filtering Redundant Vocabulary Extraction of Keywords

“secure tenure rights ” - Rights
“rights to land” - Rights
“type of tenure” - Right

“legally recognized documentation” - Source

Figure 4. Keyword extraction for SDG 1.4.2.

Step 2: Matching with LADM concepts
According to the SDG Indicator 1.4.2 metadata document [8], Section “2.a. Definition

and concepts”, the indicator is divided into two parts:

• Part (A) quantifies the proportion of adults possessing legally recognized documenta-
tion over land within the total adult population.

• Part (B) emphasizes the proportion of adults who perceive their land rights as secure
within the adult population.

Mathematically, these parts are represented as follows:

Part(A):
People (adult) with legally recognized documentation over land

Total adult population
× 100

Part(B):
People (adult) who perceive their land rights as secure

Total adult population
× 100

Therefore, to meet the metadata documentation requirements, it is necessary to collect
three types of data:

1. The number of adults possessing legally recognized documentation over land (for
Part A), which can be derived from a land administration system compliant with
the LADM;

2. The number of adults who perceive their land rights as secure (for Part B), which can
only be obtained through household surveys (or relevant historical data stored in
external databases);

3. The total adult population (for both), made available from censuses or
inter-censual projections.

Then, based on the analysis carried out, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. “Secure tenure rights” and “type of tenure” are related to the LA_RRR (Rights, Re-
sponsibilities, Restrictions) class due to their connection to the nature of land rights.

2. “Legally recognized documentation”, as mentioned in the metadata file, is legal
documentation of rights that refers to the recording and publication of information on
the nature and location of land, rights and right holders recognized by the government.
So, it is related to LA_Source.

3. “Sex” should be an attribute of LA_Party [31].

Step 3: Categorization
SDG Indicator 1.4.2 (a) is classified under the “Partial Computational Association

(Category 2)”. SDG Indicator 1.4.2 (b) is categorized under the “Indirect Association
(Category 3)”. So, SDG Indicator 1.4.2 is classified under the “Partial Computational
Association (Category 2)”.

3.1.2. Indicator Development (Step 4: Create UML)

In accordance with the indicator development steps outlined in Section 2, the compu-
tation of SDG Indicator 1.4.2 is depicted through a UML diagram. The specific steps in the
modeling process for SDG Indicator 1.4.2 are as follows:
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1. Represented in the UML Diagram: The core classes of the LADM (LA_Party,
LA_RRR, LA_BAUnit, and LA_Source) in the UML diagram describing the indi-
cator computation are introduced. To fulfill the requirements of SDG Indicator 1.4.2,
an external class named “ExtSecureLandRightAdult” is introduced to represent the
molecular aspect of Part B and an external class named “ExtParty”.

2. Add Compartment (Attributes and Operations): Compartments for the aforemen-
tioned classes are created and interconnected within the UML diagram, with each
compartment incorporating specific attributes and operations. Detailed descriptions
are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

3. Implementation Method: Having completed the addition of attributes and opera-
tions, the third step is concerned with developing a method for the logic required to
calculate the indicator to ensure that the previously established theoretical framework
is translated into workable algorithms. This includes the methods “computePro-
portionWithLegalDocumentation”, which calculates the proportion of adults with
legally recognized land rights documentation; “computeProportionPerceivingSecu-
rity”, which computes the proportion of adults perceiving land rights as secure;
“generateReport”, which synthesizes data into a comprehensive report; and “coun-
tAdults”, which determines the total count of adults. The final UML diagram for SDG
1.4.2 is shown in Figure 5.

Table 2. Attributes added to SDG 1.4.2 UML from an existing LADM class.

Existing LADM Class Attributes Used in the Case Notes

LA_Party “+gender:LA_HumanSexesType[0..1]” Highlighted to facilitate gender-based
classification and calculation [31,32].

LA_Right “LA_RightType”

Delineates various land tenure types,
echoing the “type of tenure” parameter in
the indicator. The specific right types are
detailed in the “Code List”.

LA_AdministrativeSource “+ type: LA_AdministrativeSourceType”

Signifies “Legally recognized
documentation”. Its codelist meticulously
enumerates the possible value, like
agriLease, deed and title.

LA_BAUnit
While not the focal point, it is outlined to
underscore the indicator’s emphasis on
rights over land.

Table 3. New classes added for SDG 1.4.2 include attributes and operations.

New Class Attributes Used
in the Case Operations Notes for Class

External::ExtParty, “+ birthday: Date”
“countAdult”, facilitates the

determination of the total adult
count

Associated with national
population databases; emphasizes
the attribute birthday for
determining adulthood.

External::ExtPartyPer
ceiveSecureLandRights,

“+ selfPerception: ExtL
andRightPerception[0..1]”

Primarily sourced from household
surveys.

“1” indicates perceived security of
land rights, and “0” indicates
insecurity.
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Table 3. Cont.

New Class Attributes Used
in the Case Operations Notes for Class

Interface:: SDG_1.4.2

“+ totalAdult
Population: Integer”

The total adult population of a given
region in a given year.

These data are obtained from the
External::ExtParty class, specifically
from the birthday attribute, using the
“countAdult” operation to calculate the
total number of adults in an area.

Has a pivotal role by encapsulating the
final computations of the indicator
values. It operates as an aggregated
construct, amalgamating and
interpreting data sourced from the
various classes and external entities.

“+ adultsWithLegal
Documentation:

Dictionary
<GenderTenureKey,

Integer>”

Aggregated information from LA_Party,
LA_Right,
and LA_AdministrativeSource classes.

The LA_Party class provides
information about parties (individuals
or organizations), the LA_Right class
represents legal rights associated with
land and the LA_AdministrativeSource
class provides information about the
legal recognition of such rights through
documents. Together, these classes help
determine which adults have legally
recognized documentation of land
rights, categorized by gender and type
of tenure.

“GenderTenureKey” is a composite key
used in the
“Dictionary<GenderTenureKey,
Integer>”. It consists of “+ gender:
LA_HumanSexesType” from LA_Party
and “+ rightType: LA_RightType” from
LA_Right.

“+ adultsPerceiving
SecureRights:

Dictionary
<GenderTenureKey,

Integer>”

Aggregated information from Exter-
nal::ExtPartyPerceiveSecureLandRights
and External::ExtParty classes.

The former provides information on
those who consider their land rights to
be secure (i.e., + selfPerception = 1) and
the latter provides information on
adults. Combined, they help to
summarize the adults who consider
their land rights to be secure,
disaggregated by gender and tenure
type.

“+computeProportion
WithLegalDocument

ation(year, area, gender,
tenureType): Float”

This operation calculates the proportion
of adults possessing legally recognized
documentation for land rights,
factoring in variables such as spatial
extent, temporal context, gender
and type of land tenure.
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«featureType»
Party::LA_Party

+ extPID: Oid [0..*]
+ fingerPrint: LA_MultiMediaType [0..1]
+ gender:LA_HumanSexesType[0..1]
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ photo: LA_MultiMediaType [0..*] 
+ pID: Oid

《method》
// pseudocode
public int countAdults(int year, Geometry area) {
    int adultCount = 0;
    Date currentDate = new Date(year, 1, 1);
    List<Person> peopleInArea = getPeopleInArea(area);

    for (Person person : peopleInArea) {
        Date birthday = person.getBirthday();
        int age = currentDate.getYear() - birthday.getYear();
        if ((birthday.getMonth() > currentDate.getMonth()) ||
            (birthday.getMonth() == currentDate.getMonth() && birthday.getDay() >
currentDate.getDay())) {
            age--;
        }
        if (age >= 18) {
            adultCount++;
        }
    }
    return adultCount;
}

private List<Person> getPeopleInArea(Geometry area) {
    return peopleInArea; //spatial queries
}

«featureType»
Administrative::

LA_Right
+ type: LA_RightType

«featureType»
Administrative::LA_AdministrativeSource

+ text: LA_MultiMediaType [0..1]
+ type: LA_AdministrativeSourceType

«featureType»
Administrative::LA_BAUnit

+ description: CharacterString [0..1]
+ rID: Oid
+ share: Fraction [0..1]
+ shareCheck: Boolean [0..1]
+ timeSpec: CharacterString [0..1]

External::ExtSecureLandRights
+ ID: Oid [0..*]
+ Perception: LandRightPerception [0..1]
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ selfPerception: ExtLandRightPerception[0..1]

External::ExtParty
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ birthday: Date 
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ fingerprint: Image [0..1]
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ photo: Image [0..1]
+ signature: Image [0..1]
+ partyID: Oid
+ countAdults(year:integer, area: geometry): Integer 

«interface»
SDG_1.4.2

+ SDGId: Oid
+ totalAdultPopulation: Integer
+ adultsWithLegalDocumentation: Dictionary <GenderTenureKey, Integer>
+ adultsPerceivingSecureRights: Dictionary <GenderTenureKey, Integer>
+computeProportionWithLegalDocumentation(year,area, gender, tenureType): Float
+computeProportionPerceivingSecurity(year, area, gender, tenureType): Float
+ generateReport(year,area): SDG_1.4.2_Report

《method》
// pseudocode
public float computeProportionWithLegalDocumentation(int year, Geometry area, LA_HumanSexesType gender, LA_RightType
tenureType) {
    GenderTenureKey key = new GenderTenureKey(gender, tenureType);
    int adultsWithDocumentationCount = 0;
    if (adultsWithLegalDocumentation.containsKey(key)) {
        adultsWithDocumentationCount = adultsWithLegalDocumentation.get(key);
    }
    int totalAdultsCount = countAdults(year, area);

    if (totalAdultsCount > 0) {
        return (float) adultsWithDocumentationCount / totalAdultsCount;
    } else {
        return 0.0f;
    }
}

public float computeProportionPerceivingSecurity(int year, Geometry area, LA_HumanSexesType gender, LA_RightType
tenureType) {
    // Similar logic
        return (float) adultsPerceivingSecurityCount / totalAdultsCount;
}

《method》
// pseudocode
public SDG_1_4_2_Report generateReport(int year, Geometry area) {
    SDG_1_4_2_Report report = new SDG_1_4_2_Report();

    for (LA_HumanSexesType gender : LA_HumanSexesType.values()) {
        for (LA_RightType tenureType : LA_RightType.values()) {
 
// Compute proportions for each combination of gender and tenure type
            float proportionWithLegalDocumentation =
computeProportionWithLegalDocumentation(year, area, gender,
tenureType);
            float proportionPerceivingSecurity =
computeProportionPerceivingSecurity(year, area, gender, tenureType);

            // Add the computed data to the report
            report.addDataEntry(year, area, gender, tenureType,
proportionWithLegalDocumentation, proportionPerceivingSecurity);
        }
    }
    return report;
}

《codeList》
Administrative::

LA_RightType
+ agriActivity
+ commonOwnership
+ customaryType
+ fireWood
+ fishing
+ grazing
+ hunting
+ informalOccupation
+ lease
+ occupation
+ ownership
+ ownershipAssumed
+ superficies
+ usufruct
+ waterRights
+ tenancy

《codeList》
Party::LA_HumanSexesType

+ 0 - unknown
+ 1 - Male
+ 2 - Female
+ 9 - doesNotApply
+ other

《codeList》
Administrative::

LA_Administrativ eSourceType
+ agriLease
+ agriNotaryStatement
+ deed
+ mortgage
+ title
+ agriConsent

《codeList》
External::

ExtLandRightPerception
+ 0 - Insecure
+ 1 - Secure

Figure 5. Modeling of SDG Indicator 1.4.2 calculation in a UML class diagram.

3.2. LADM Part 2: Land Registration and SDG 5.a.1

Before delving into the specifics of SDG Indicator 5.a.1, it is worth noting the close
linkage between SDGs 1.4.2 and 5.a.1. Both indicators share a common focus on land tenure
and security, albeit within different gender perspectives. SDG 5 aims to achieve gender
equality and empower all women and girls. Specifically, SDG 5.a.1 focuses on ensuring
women’s equal rights to land ownership and tenure security. Consequently, the UML
diagram developed for SDG 1.4.2 provides a foundational framework that can be extended
to SDG 5.a.1, demonstrating the versatility and efficiency of the LADM in addressing
diverse SDGs while promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment.
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3.2.1. Indicator Classification

SDG Indicator 5.a.1: “(a) Proportion of total agricultural population with ownership or secure
rights over agricultural land, by sex; and (b) share of women among owners or rights-bearers of
agricultural land, by type of tenure.”

Step 1: Keyword Extraction
Similar to the previous case, the process is initiated by identifying and extracting key

terms from the SDG indicator. The keywords include “agricultural population”, “own-
ership”, “secure rights”, “agricultural land,” “sex” and “type of tenure”. Corresponding
LADM terms include “LA_Party”, “LA_RRR” and “LA_BAUnit”.

Step 2: Matching with LADM concepts
In the SDG Indicator 5.a.1 metadata document, according to the “2.a. Definition and

concepts” section, this indicator also consists of two sub-indicators:

• Sub-indicator 5.a.1 (a): measurement of the proportion of the agricultural population
with ownership or secure rights over agricultural land, disaggregated by sex, is
intended to reveal the distribution of men and women in terms of their rights and
interests in agricultural land.

• Sub-indicator 5.a.1 (b) focuses on gender parity and reflects the current status of
gender disparities in agriculture by measuring whether women are disadvantaged
relative to men in terms of access to ownership or secure rights over agricultural land.

Mathematically, these two sub-indicators are represented as follows:

(a):

No. of people in agricultural population
with ownership or secure rights over agricultural land

Total agricultural population
× 100 by sex

(b):

No. of women in agricultural population
with ownership or secure rights over agricultural land

Total in the agricultural population
with ownership or secure rights over agricultural land

× 100 by type of tenure

There are two new data needed to compute SDG Indicator 5.a.1:

1. The number of people in the agricultural population. This refers to the population of
adult individuals living in agricultural households. While the LADM has the class
LA_GroupParty to represent group party, it lacks a specific attribute for “agricultural
family”. Consequently, these data need to be sourced externally, such as from agri-
cultural surveys, general household surveys (GHSs) or agricultural censuses. This
information can be effectively represented using the External::ExtParty Class or by ex-
panding the LA_GroupPartyType codelist to include a value for “agricultural family”.

2. The number of people with ownership or secure rights over agricultural land. For “agri-
cultural land”, the metadata specify that “Land is considered ‘agricultural land’ ac-
cording to its use”. LA_ParcelUseType is a code list in the LADM spatial unit package
that corresponds to “agricultural land” and contains an “agricultural” value to de-
scribe parcels of land that are used for agricultural purposes. For “ownership or
secure rights”, considering the diversity in land ownership systems across countries
and the need for comparability, the metadata specify that “to determine whether
an individual is said to have ownership or secure rights to agricultural land three
conditions (proxies) are considered: Formal documentation: Proxy 1—Presence of
legally recognized documents in the name of the individual; Alienation rights: Proxy
2—Right to sell and Proxy 3—Right to bequeath”. Specifically,

(a) Formal documentation: This is the existence of any document that an individ-
ual can use to claim property rights before the law over an asset by virtue of the
individual’s name being listed as owner/co-owner or holder/co-holder on the
document. Correspondingly, within the administrative package of the LADM,
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there is a code list named LA_AdministrativeSourceType, which represents
the type of document, such as title, deed, agricultural lease, etc.

(b) Alienation rights: In the absence of formal written documentation, rights to sell
and bequeath are considered objective facts that carry legal force as opposed
to a simple self-reported declaration of tenure rights over land. This implies
the necessity for a legal context to support these rights. Although LADM Part
2 does not explicitly have a specialized class for legal content, LADM Part 3
includes a new object: the “Governance”. The class MG_Governance has been
included to allow for the description of the context information from a procla-
mation, law or treaty document. This addition enriches the administrative
structure by allowing legal texts to be associated with an administrative unit.
Consequently, to address this need within the LADM, it would be feasible to
introduce a class akin to “LA_Governance”. This class would serve to rep-
resent the legal context and governance information, providing a structured
representation of legal frameworks relevant to land rights.

Step 3: Categorization
SDG Indicator 5.a.1 is classified under the“Partial Computational Association (Cate-

gory 2)”. For the indicator, all data are available from the LADM, except for the agricultural
population, which requires an additional data source.

3.2.2. Indicator Development (Step 4: Create UML)

1. Represented in a UML Diagram: The UML diagram for 5.a.1 builds upon the struc-
ture established for 1.4.2, with enhancements to accommodate the specifics of agricul-
tural land tenure and legal context. Notable additions include LA_SpatialUnit and
its subclass LA_LegalSpaceParcel for identifying agricultural land, LA_Governance
for legal context and legal information, and ExtAgriculturalHouseholds for details
related to agricultural households. To distinguish these new components, the classes
used only in 1.4.2 are grey, and those used in 5.a.1 are colored.

2. Add Compartment (Attributes and Operations): According to Table 4, the mod-
ifications or additions to the 1.4.2 UML diagram are required; otherwise, they re-
main unchanged.

Table 4. Classes with attributes and operations for SDG 5.a.1.

Class Attributes Used in the Case Operations Notes for Class

LA_LegalSpaceParcel “+ type: LA_ParcelUseType
[0..*]”

LA_ParcelUseType is a
codelist, which includes
“agricultural” to denote
parcels used for agriculture.

LA_Governance
“governanceTitle” Provide the title of the

governance document

“governanceDescription” Detail the governance
statement

External::ExtAgricultural-
Households

“+ InAgriculturalHouseholds:
Boolean[0..1]”

To ascertain if an individual is
part of an agricultural
household.

External::ExtParty “+ countAgriculturalPopula-
tion(year, area): integer”

To determine the total
agricultural population within
a specified period and area.
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Table 4. Cont.

Class Attributes Used in the Case Operations Notes for Class

Interface Class::
SDG_1.4.2&5.a.1

“+ totalAgriculturalPop:
Integer” Derived from ExtParty

“+ peopleWithOwner-
shipOrSecureRightsOnAgri-

culturalLand:
Dictio-

nary<GenderTenureKey,
Integer>”

To aggregate information
from the classes LA_Party,
LA_Right, LA_BAUnit,
LA_SpatialUnit
and LA_Governance

“+ computeProportionWith-
OwnershipOrSecureRight-
sOnAgriculturalLand (year,

area, gender): Float”

To calculate the proportion of
the agricultural population
with ownership or secure
rights over agricultural land,
disaggregated by gender

“+ computeWomenPropor-
tionWithOwnershipOrSe-

cureRightsOnAgricul-
turalLand(year, area,
tenureType): Float”

To assess the share of women
among those with ownership
or secure rights over
agricultural land,
disaggregated by tenure type.

“+ generateReport(year, area):
SDG_1.4.2&5.a.1_Report”

To synthesize the computed
data into a comprehensive
report.

3. Implementation Method: The methods include “+ countAgriculturalPopulation(year,
area): integer” from the ExtParty class and various operations within the SDG_1.4.2 and
5.a.1 interface class. Table 5 has a detailed explanation of every method. The final
UML is shown in Figure 6.

Table 5. Method explanation for SDG 5.a.1.

Method Purpose Implementation Steps Details

+ countAgriculturalPopula-
tion(year, area): integer

Calculates the total number of
individuals in agricultural
households within a specified
geographical area and
time frame.

i. Data Retrieval

Collect data from agricultural
surveys, census data
or agricultural household
databases.

ii. Data Filtering
Filter the data to include only
individuals classified as part of
the agricultural population.

iii. Counting
Count the number of individuals
meeting the criteria within the
specified year and area.
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Table 5. Cont.

Method Purpose Implementation Steps Details

+ computeProportionWithOwn-
ershipOrSecureRightsOnAgri-
culturalLand (year, area,
gender): Float

Computes the proportion of the
agricultural population with
ownership or secure rights over
agricultural land, segmented
by gender.

i. Retrieve data

Gather information on land
ownership and secure rights
from LA_Party, LA_Right,
LA_BAUnit, LA_SpatialUnit,
LA_Governance, and ExtParty.

ii. Match Criteria

Identify individuals who meet
the criteria for having
ownership or secure rights over
agricultural land.

iii. Segment by Gender
Use the gender attribute from
LA_Party to segment the data
by gender.

iv. Calculate Proportion

Divide the count of individuals
with ownership or secure rights
by the total agricultural
population for the specified
area and year, obtained from
the method above.

+ computeWomenProportion-
WithOwnershipOrSecureRight-
sOnAgriculturalLand(year,
area, tenureType): Float

Calculates the proportion of
women within the agricultural
population who have
ownership or secure rights over
agricultural land, categorized
by tenure type.

i. Retrieve and Filter Data
Similar to the previous
operation but focus on data
related to women.

ii. Match Tenure Type Use the tenure type information
from class LA_Right.

iii. Calculate Proportion

Compute the proportion of
women with ownership or
secure rights over agricultural
land out of the total number of
individuals with such rights.

+ generateReport(year, area):
SDG_1.4.2&5.a.1_Report

Synthesizes the computed data
into a comprehensive report,
providing a holistic view of
land tenure security and gender
disparities in the
agricultural sector.

i. Invoke Computations
Use the four methods
mentioned above to get the
required metrics.

ii. Format Report

Organize the output data from
the four functions of 1.4.2 and
5.a.1 into a structured
report format.
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《codeList》
Administrative::

LA_RightType

+ agriActivity
+ commonOwnership
+ customaryType
+ fireWood
+ fishing
+ grazing
+ hunting
+ informalOccupation
+ lease
+ occupation
+ ownership
+ ownershipAssumed
+ superficies
+ usufruct
+ waterRights
+ tenancy

«featureType»
Party::LA_Party

+ extPID: Oid [0..*]
+ fingerPrint: LA_MultiMediaType [0..1]
+ gender:LA_HumanSexesType[0..1]
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ photo: LA_MultiMediaType [0..*] 
+ pID: Oid

《codeList》
Party::LA_HumanSexesType

+ 0 - unknown
+ 1 - Male
+ 2 - Female
+ 9 - doesNotApply
+ other

«featureType»
Administrative::

LA_Right

+ type: LA_RightType

«featureType»
Administrative::LA_AdministrativeSource

+ text: LA_MultiMediaType [0..1]
+ type: LA_AdministrativeSourceType

«featureType»
Administrative::LA_BAUnit

《codeList》
Administrative::

LA_Administrativ eSourceType

+ agriLease
+ agriNotaryStatement
+ deed
+ mortgage
+ title
+ agriConsent

External::ExtSecureLandRights

+ selfPerception: ExtLandRightPerception[0..1]

《codeList》
External::

ExtLandRightPerception

+ 0 - Insecure
+ 1 - Secure

External::ExtParty
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ birthday: Date 
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ fingerprint: Image [0..1]
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ photo: Image [0..1]
+ signature: Image [0..1]
+ partyID: Oid
+ countAdults(year:integer, area: geometry): Integer 
+ countAgriculturalPopulation(year, area): integer

«interface»
SDG_1.4.2&5.a.1

+ SDGId: Oid
+ totalAdultPopulation: Integer
+ adultsWithLegalDocumentation: Dictionary <GenderTenureKey, Integer>
+ adultsPerceivingSecureRights: Dictionary <GenderTenureKey, Integer>
+ totalAgricultualPopulation: Integer
+ peopleWithOwnershipOrSecureRightsOnAgriculturalLand: Dictionary<GenderTenureKey, Integer>
+computeProportionWithLegalDocumentation(year,area, gender, tenureType): Float
+computeProportionPerceivingSecurity(year, area, gender, tenureType): Float
+ computePropotionWithOwnershipOrSecureRightsOnAgriculturalLand(year,area, gender): Float
+ computeWomenPropotionWithOwnershipOrSecureRightsOnAgriculturalLand(year,area, tenureType): Float
+ generateReport(year,area): SDG_1.4.2&5.a.1_Report

«CodeList»
Spatial Unit::

LA_ParcelUseType

+ residential
+ agricultural
+ industrial
+ vacant
+ mixed
+ other

«featureType»
Spatial Unit::LA_SpatialUnit

«featureType»
Spatial Unit:: LA_LegalSpaceParcel

+ type: LA_ParcelUseType [0..*] 

«FeatureType»
LA_Administrative::

LA_Governance

+ govID: Oid
+ referenceNumber: CharacterString
+ governanceTitle: CharacterString
+ governanceDescription: CharacterString

《method》
// pseudocode
function countAgriculturalPopulation(year, area):
    agriculturalPopulationCount = 0
    agriculturalHouseholds = getAgriculturalHouseholdsInArea(area)

    for household in agriculturalHouseholds:
        isAgriculturalHousehold = household.getIsAgriculturalHouseholds()
        
        if isAgriculturalHousehold:
            householdMembers = household.getMembers()
            for member in householdMembers:
                birthday = member.getBirthday()
                age = calculateAge(birthday, year)
                if age >= 18:
                    agriculturalPopulationCount++
    
    return agriculturalPopulationCount

External::
ExtAgriculturalHouseholds

+ HouseholdID: Oid
+ InAgricullturalHouseholds: Boolean[0..1]

Figure 6. Modeling of SDG Indicator 1.4.2 and 5.a.1 calculation in a UML class diagram.

3.3. LADM Part 3: Marine Georegulation and SDG 14.5.1

LADM part 3 addresses georegulation in the marine environment, acknowledging
the varying rights and obligations that may exist at different levels: on the surface, in the
water column, and on the seabed. The model defined in Part 3 may be used for marine
cadastres as well as other use cases such as Conservation Areas, Living Resources and
Fishery Management Areas, Non-Living Resources Management Areas, Seabed tenure, etc.

The third case study focuses on protected areas, aiming to assess the extent and effec-
tiveness of protected areas. This study aligns with SDG 14, which aims to conserve and
sustainably use the oceans, seas, and marine resources. The case study involves aligning
relevant classes and attributes within the LADM framework with SDG 14 indicators, partic-
ularly focusing on how marine areas and protected zones are represented and managed
within the system.

3.3.1. Indicator Classification

SDG Indicator 14.5.1 “Coverage of protected areas in relation to marine areas.”
Step 1: Keyword Extraction
Given the concise nature of the definition for SDG Indicator 14.5.1, the extraction of

key terms is straightforward. The term “protected area” is associated with “Spatial Units”,
and “marine area” correlates with “Marine”.

Step 2: Matching with LADM concepts
In the metadata’s “2.a. Definition and Concepts” section, protected areas are delineated

as per the IUCN definition ([33]) as “clearly defined geographical spaces, recognized,
dedicated, and managed, through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term
conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural values.” Within the
context of the LADM, these “clearly defined geographical spaces” correspond to the class
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MG_SpatialUnit::MG_Zone, which can represents two-dimensional polygons delineating
the spatial extent of protected areas. Furthermore, the notion of “legal or other effective
means”, referring to “national legislation or common practice (e.g., by means of an executive
decree or the like)” is represented by the MG_Governance class in the LADM. This class
is an added object to the administrative structure to house legal texts associated with an
administrative unit, thereby providing a structured and legally recognized representation.

The computation of this indicator, as detailed in the metadata’s “4.c. Method of
Computation”, involves a complex methodology, formulated as follows: The intersection
of Zone(KBA) with Zone(Ocean) over Zone(KBA), if greater than 5%, defines Zone(marine
KBAs). Subsequently, the intersection of Zone(Marine KBAs) with Zone(protected area)
over Zone(Marine KBAs) calculates the percentage of protected area for every marine KBA.
The summation of all protected Zone(Marine KBAs) over the number of Zone(Marine
KBAs) yields the indicator value.

Zone(KBA) ∩ Zone(Ocean)
Zone(KBA)

> 5% ⇒ Zone(marine KBAs)

Zone(Marine KBAs) ∩ Zone(protected area)
Zone(Marine KBAs)

=> for every mKBA, % protected area

Sum(all Zone(Marine KBAs) protected)/Num(Zone(Marine KBAs)) => the indicator

This calculation relies on digital polygons:

1. Data on protected areas are sourced from the World Database on Protected Areas
(WDPA), and the World Database on OECM (WDOECM). Although these databases
provide well-organized information, theoretically, similar data can be derived from
the LADM. Notably, the LADM can offer high-precision two-dimensional polygon
files, retain pertinent legal information, and extend to three-dimensional volume files,
paving the way for future expansions.

2. Data on Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs), sourced from the World Database on Key
Biodiversity Areas (WDKBA). It is worth noting that this specific data set cannot be
directly obtained from the LADM.

3. Ocean area: In LADM Part 3, MG_Zone includes the attribute “+ zoneObjectType”,
with a code list MG_ZoneTypeList. The code list describes categories that have a
common characteristic related to the legal and administrative aspects of the ma-
rine environment.

Step 3: Categorization
SDG Indicator 14.5.1 is classified under the“Partial Computational Association (Cate-

gory 2)”. For the indicator, all data are available from the LADM, except for data on Key
Biodiversity Areas (KBAs).

3.3.2. Indicator Development (Step 4: Create UML)

In developing the SDG 14.5.1 indicator under LADM Part 3, the focus is on accurately
representing and managing marine protected areas, both legally and spatially. This in-
volves two key aspects: firstly, the legal governance of these areas, and secondly, their
spatial delineation. While current models primarily reflect two-dimensional spatial ex-
tents, the LADM’s flexible structure allows for future expansion into three-dimensional
representations.

1 and 2. Represented in a UML Diagram and Add Compartment
The main components of the UML diagram constructed for SDG 14.5.1 are shown in

Tables 6 and 7.
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Table 6. Attributes added to SDG 14.5.1 UML from an existing LADM class.

Existing LADM Class Attributes Used in the Case Notes

MG_Zone “+ zoneObjectType” Provides the maritime limits and
boundaries.

MG_Surface “+ geometry” Provides two-dimensional spatial
geometry for marine areas.

MG_Governance “govID”, “governanceTitle”,
and “governanceDescription”

Provides the legal context and framework
for marine protected areas.

MG_FeatureUnit Represents features such as marine areas
and protected areas.

MG_SpatialAttributeType “+ geometry” Provides two-dimensional spatial
geometry for protected area.

Table 7. New classes added for SDG 14.5.1 include attributes and operations.

New Class Attributes Operations Notes

External::ExtKeyBiodiversityArea “+ geometry”

Connects with external
databases to integrate data on

Key Biodiversity Areas
(KBAs).

Interface: SDG_14.5.1
“+ MarineArea”

“+ KBA” “+ getMarineKBAs():
List<Geometry>”

Serves as the center for
integrating data

“+ protectedArea” “+ calculateOverallProtection-
Ratio(): Float”

3. Implementation Method
In this section, the methods to implement the “+ calculateOverallProtectionRatio”

and “+ getMarineKBAs” operations, which are integral to the interface class’s ability to
quantify and retrieve key data related to Marine Protected Areas, are described. Detailed
descriptions are listed below and the final UML is shown in Figure 7.

1. + getMarineKBAs(): List<Geometry>: This operation is dedicated to identifying and
retrieving all zones classified as Marine Key Biodiversity Areas (marine KBAs). These
zones are discerned by computing the intersection of marine areas (MarineArea) with
Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs), followed by filtering based on the criterion that the
intersected area constitutes over 5% of the total area of the KBA.

(a) Data Acquisition: Extract all KBA zones (sourced from + KBA: Geometry)
along with the comprehensive marine area (+ MarineArea: Geometry).

(b) Intersection Computation: For each KBA zone, calculate its spatial intersection
with the marine area.

(c) Percentage Calculation: Ascertain the percentage of the intersected area relative
to the total area of the KBA.

(d) Identification of marine KBAs: Filter to select those zones where the intersected
area exceeds 5% of the total KBA area, designating them as marine KBAs.

(e) Output: Generate a list of geometrical objects representing all identified
marine KBAs.

2. + calculateOverallProtectionRatio(): Float: This operation computes the ratio of the
total area designated as protected within the marine KBAs to the overall area of
marine KBAs.

(a) Data Acquisition: Employ the getMarineKBAs() method to amass all marine
KBAs and retrieve the geometrical representation of protected areas (+pro-
tectedArea: Geometry).
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(b) Protected Area Computation: For each marine KBA, determine the intersection
with the protected area and cumulatively sum the area of these intersections to
represent the total protected area.

(c) Total Area Computation: Calculate the aggregate area encompassing all ma-
rine KBAs.

(d) Ratio Computation: Establish the ratio of the total protected area to the total
area of marine KBAs.

(e) Output: Yield the calculated ratio, signifying the overall coverage rate of
protected zones within marine KBAs.

«FeatureType,abstract»
MG_SpatialUnit::MG_FeatureUnit

+ fuID: Oid
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ context: CharacterString [0..1]
+ releasabilityType: MG_ReleasabilityTypeList [0..1]

::VersionedObject
+ beginLifespanVersion: DateTime [0..1] = realWorldTime
+ beginRealWorldLifespanVersion: DateTime [0..1]
+ endLifespanVersion: DateTime [0..1]
+ quality: QualityElement [0..*]
+ source: CI_Responsibility [0..*]
+ endRealWorldLifespanVersion: DateTime [0..1]

  «MRN»
+ gID: CharacterString [0..1]

«SpatialAttribute,abstract»
MG_SpatialUnit::MG_SpatialAttribute

+ saID: Oid
+ geometry: Geometry

«ThematicAttribute,abstract»
MG_SpatialUnit::

MG_AdditionalSpatialInformation

+ siID: Oid
+ locationByText: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referenceSystem: CRS [0..1]

«FeatureType»
MG_SpatialUnit::MG_Zone

+ zoneObjectType: MG_ZoneTypeList
+ jurisdictionDomainType: MG_JurisdictionDomainTypeList [0..*]
+ areaValue: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ referencePoint: Point [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

«FeatureType,abstract»
MG_SpatialUnit::MG_Surface

+ geometry: Geometry = Orientable

《method》
// pseudocode
public List<Geometry> getMarineKBAs(List<Geometry> kbaZones, Geometry oceanZone) {
    List<Geometry> marineKBAs = new ArrayList<>();
    for (Geometry kba : kbaZones) {
        Geometry intersection = kba.intersection(oceanZone);
        double kbaArea = kba.getArea();
        double intersectionArea = intersection.getArea();
        double percentage = (intersectionArea / kbaArea) * 100;
        if (percentage > 5) {
            marineKBAs.add(kba);
        }
    }
    return marineKBAs;
}

public float calculateOverallProtectionRatio(List<Geometry> marineKBAs, Geometry
protectedArea) {
    if (marineKBAs.isEmpty()) {return 0.0f;}
    double totalProtectedArea = 0.0; 
    for (Geometry marineKBA : marineKBAs) {
        Geometry protectedIntersection = marineKBA.intersection(protectedArea);
                totalProtectedArea += protectedIntersection.getArea();
    }
    double totalMarineKBAArea = marineKBAs.stream().mapToDouble(Geometry::getArea).sum();
    return (float) (totalProtectedArea / totalMarineKBAArea);
}

«CodeList»
MG_SpatialUnit:: MG_ZoneTypeList

+ zone

«MLB»
+ internalWaters
+ archipelagicWaters
+ territorialSea
+ roadsteads
+ contiguousZone
+ exclusiveEconomicZone
+ continentalShelf
+ highSeas
+ theArea

«FeatureType»
MG_Administrative::MG_BAUnit

«FeatureType»
MG_Administrative::MG_Governance

+ govID: Oid
+ referenceNumber: CharacterString
+ label: CharacterString [0..1] 
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ governanceTitle: CharacterString
+ governanceDescription: CharacterString
+ releasabilityType: MG_ReleasabilityTypeList
+ dateApproved: DateTime
+ dateConsidered: DateTime
+ dateIntroduced: DateTime

«FeatureType,abstract»
MG_Administrative::MG_RRR

«FeatureType»
MG_Administrative::

MG_Restriction

+ partyRequired: Boolean [0..1]
+ type: CharacterString

External::
ExtKeyBiodiversityArea

+ kbaID: Oid
+ kbaName: CharacterString [0..1]
+ locationByText: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referenceSystem: CRS [0..1]
+ geometry: Geometry

«interface»
SDG_14.5.1

+ SDGId: Oid
+ MarineArea: geometry
+ KBA: geometry
+ protectedArea: geometry
+ getMarineKBAs(): List<Geometry>
+ calculateOverallProtectionRatio(): Float

Figure 7. Modeling of SDG Indicator 14.5.1 calculation in a UML class diagram.

3.4. LADM Part 4: Valuation Information and SDG 11.5.2

Part 4 of the LADM, on the valuation of land and property, recognizes the intricate
interplay between economic valuation and the physical world by providing a structured
approach to capturing the value of land parcels and buildings.

The fourth case study explores the relationship between direct economic losses from
disasters and global GDP through SDG indicators 11.5.2. SDG 11 aims to make cities and
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable, which emphasizes disaster
risk reduction and resilience-building efforts within urban areas. In this case study, at-
tention is given to quantifying economic losses within the LADM framework, refining
how units of valuation, transaction prices and total values can be integrated to provide
a comprehensive assessment of economic losses in the context of urban resilience and
sustainable development.
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3.4.1. Indicator Classification

SDG Indicator 11.5.2 “Direct economic loss attributed to disasters in relation to global gross
domestic product (GDP)”.

Step 1: Keyword Extraction
SDG indicators 11.5.2 are the same and the extracted keyword is “Direct economic

loss” corresponding to “Valuation” in the LADM.
Step 2: Matching with LADM concepts
For SDG Indicator 11.5.2, the metadata document gives the basic formula and concept

of “direct economic loss”; more detailed information is in the technical guide. This section
will explore the relevance of each component of Equation (Cx) to the LADM by referring
primarily to the specific methodology in the technical guide. The related indicators as of
February 2020 are:

X =
(C2 +C3 +C4 +C5 +C6)

Global GDP
where X represents the direct economic loss from disasters as a proportion of global
GDP. It quantifies the monetary value of the damage to physical assets in the affected
area. This includes infrastructure like homes, schools and hospitals, as well as business
assets and agricultural production. Direct economic losses, typically occurring during
or shortly after the event, are assessed to estimate recovery costs and claim insurance
payments. This progress corresponds to the “VM_Valuation” class in LADM Part 4’s
Valuation Information Package, representing the output of a valuation process. The term
“monetary value” parallels “assessedValue”, an attribute of the “VM_Valuation” class,
and the term “physical assets” parallels “spatial units”, which in the valuation context, is
denoted as “VM_ValuationUnit” within the Valuation Information Package.

Specifically, X is composed of components C2 to C6, representing direct agricultural
loss (C2), all other damaged or destroyed productive asset losses (C3), housing sector
loss (C4), critical infrastructure loss (C5) and cultural heritage loss (C6), all attributed
to disasters.

In the LADM, each category of direct economic loss can be effectively mapped to
specific classes and attributes.

1. C2 (Direct Agricultural Loss): This encompasses losses in both agricultural products
and productive assets. In the LADM, this can be correlated with VM_ValuationUnit,
which represents the basic administrative units of valuation registries. It covers
various objects of valuation, including land parcels (VM_SpatialUnit) and buildings
(VM_Building) that are essential in agricultural settings.

2. C3 (Economic Loss to Productive Assets): This category covers losses to assets in vari-
ous economic sectors, with the LADM specifically detailing information for physical
assets like industrial, office and trade buildings. This is identified using the “useType”
attribute in the VM_CondominiumUnit class from the LADM.

3. C4 (Housing Sector Loss): This relates to residential buildings, which are directly
classified under the “residential” category in the VM_CondominiumUnit class of
the LADM.

4. C5 (Loss to Critical Infrastructure): This includes losses to essential buildings, roads
and other infrastructure. The buildings part of the critical infrastructure can be
identified under the “publicService” category in VM_Building’s “useType”. For road-
related losses, the “currentLandUse” attribute of VM_SpatialUnit in the LADM can
be used, with the possibility of being classified as “road”.

5. C6 (Loss to Cultural Heritage): Although Part 4 of the LADM does not have a specific
class for cultural heritage, the LA_Restriction class can provide insights. Protected ar-
eas, often encompassing cultural heritage sites, can be inferred from LA_Restriction’s
“protected” attribute.
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Step 3: Categorization
SDG Indicator 11.5.2 is classified under the “Partial Computational Association (Cat-

egory 2)”. For the indicator, all data are available from the LADM, except for the global
GDP, a figure that must be sourced from external data.

3.4.2. Indicator Development (Step 4: Create UML)

1 and 2. Represented in a UML Diagram and Add Compartment
The main components of the UML diagram constructed for SDG 11.5.2 are listed in

Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8. Attributes added to SDG 11.5.2 UML from an existing LADM class.

Existing LADM Class Attributes Used in the Case Notes

VM_SpatialUnit “+currentLandUse” Identifies land parcels used for agriculture (C2),
and roads (C5)

VM_Building “+ useType:
VM_Building/CondominiumUseType”

Represents agricultural buildings as productive
assets (C2), other productive assets (C3),

residential buildings (C4) and buildings serving
public services (C5).

LA_Restriction “+ type: LA_RestrictionType” Identifies the land where the cultural heritage site
is located based on the value “protection” (C6).

VM_ValuationUnit

Includes the basic administrative units of valuation
registries, functioning as a nexus for diverse

objects of valuation and a link to the valuation
process classes.

VM_Valuation “+ assessedValue” Specifies the monetary valuation of assets.

VM_TransactionPrice

Historical transaction prices, which can serve as a
benchmark for current valuations, offering a
referential perspective for comparative loss

assessments.

Table 9. New classes added for SDG 11.5.2 include attributes and operations.

New Class Attributes Operations Notes

External::ExtGDP “+ gpdValue: Currency” Provides the specific values of
global GDP in a certain year.

Interface: SDG_11.5.2

“globalGDP: Currency”

“+ valuationData:
List<VM_Valuation>”

“+ calculateDirectEconomi-
cLoss(category: String):

Currency”
“+ calculateTotalDirectEco-

nomicLoss(): Currency”
“+ calculateDirectEconomi-

cLossRatio(): Float”
“+ generateEconomicLossRe-

port(): SDG_1.5.2_Report”

3. Implementation Method
In this case, all of the operations are centralized in the interface class, specifically:

1. “+ calculateDirectEconomicLoss(category: String): Currency”: This method calculates
the direct economic loss for a specified category of assets, such as agriculture, housing
or infrastructure, post-disaster. It leverages the valuation information within the
VM_ValuationUnit to quantify the damage in monetary terms.

2. “+ calculateTotalDirectEconomicLoss(): Currency”: The summation is predicated on
the outputs from the “ + calculateDirectEconomicLoss” method for each category.
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3. “+ calculateDirectEconomicLossRatio(): Float”: This method computes the ratio of the
total direct economic loss to the global GDP. It requires interfacing with the ExtGDP
class to retrieve the global GDP value and utilizes the total direct economic loss
computed by the calculateTotalDirectEconomicLoss method.

4. “+ generateEconomicLossReport(): SDG_1.5.2_Report”: A comprehensive synthesis
method that amalgamates all computed data and contextual information into a report.
And the final UML diagram is shown in Figure 8.

«featureType»
Valuation Information::VM_Valuation

+ vID: Oid
+ dateOfValuation: DateTime
+ valueType: VM_ValueType [0..1]
+ assessedValue: Currency
+ valuationReportID: Oid [0..1]
+ purposeOfValuation: CharacterString [0..*]
+ statusOfAppeal: VM_StatusOfAppeal [0..1]
+ valuationApproach: VM_ValuationApproach [0..*]

«featureType»
Valuation Information::

VM_ValuationSource

+ text: LA_MultiMediaType [0..1]
+ type: VM_ValuationSourceType

«featureType»
Valuation Information::

VM_ValuationUnitGroup

+ vugID: Oid
+ valuationGroupName: CharacterString [0..1]

«featureType»
Valuation Information::

VM_ValuationUnit

+ vuID: Oid
+ type: VM_ValuationUnitType [1..*]
+ ExtAddressID: ExtAddress [0..1]
+ neighborhoodType: VM_NeighborhoodType [0..1]
+ utilityService: CharacterString [0..*]

«featureType»
Valuation Information::

VM_SpatialUnit

+ plannedLandUse: CharacterString [0..*] 
+ currentLandUse: CharacterString [0..*]
+ vsuID: Oid

«featureType»
Valuation Information::

VM_TransactionPrice
+ tpID: Oid
+ dateOfContractOrDeclaration: DateTime [0..1]
+ transactionPrice: Currency [0..1]
+ typeOfTransaction: VM_TypeOfTransaction [0..1]

«featureType»
Valuation Information::

VM_MassAppraisal

Valuation Information::
VM_CondominiumUnit

+ cuID: Oid
+ condominiumArea: VM_AreaValue [0..*]
+ accessoryPart: Boolean [0..1]
+ accessoryPartType: VM_AccessoryPartType [0..*]
+ numberOfRoom: Integer [0..1]
+ floorNumber: Integer [0..1]
+ shareInJointFacilities: Decimal [0..1]
+ useType: VM_Building/CondominiumUseType [0..1]
+ additionalFeatures: VM_AdditionalFeatures [0..*]

«featureType»
Valuation Information::VM_Building

+ useType: VM_Building/CondominiumUseType [0..*]
+ numberOfDwelling: Integer [0..1]
+ numberOfFloor: Integer [0..1]
+ dateOfConstruction: DateTime [0..1]
+ constructionQuality: CharacterString [0..1]
+ constructionMaterial: VM_ConstructionMaterialType [0..*]
+ area: VM_AreaValue [0..*]
+ facadeMaterial: VM_FacadeMaterialType [0..*]
+ heatingSource: VM_HeatingSystemSource [0..*]
+ volume: VM_VolumeValue [0..*]
+ buID: Oid
+ heatingSystem: VM_HeatingSystemType [0..*]
+ coolingSystem: CharacterString [0..*]
+ energyPerformance: VM_EnergyPerformanceValue [0..1]
+ additionalFeature: VM_AdditionalFeatures [0..*]

«codeList»
Valuation Information::
VM_ValuationUnitType

+ landParcel
+ building
+ landProperty
+ condominiumUnit
+ other
+ mountainUnit
+ waterUnit
+ marineUnit
+ riverUnit

«codeList»
Valuation Information::

VM_Building/CondominiumUseType

+ residential
+ agriculture
+ industrial
+ office
+ trade
+ publicService
+ retail

«codeList»
Valuation Information::

VM_ValuationSourceType

+ valuationReport
+ declarationDocument

«codeList»
Valuation Information::

VM_ValueType

+ assessedValue
+ annualRentalValue
+ marketValue
+ useValue
+ taxValue
+ appraisedValue
+ fairValue
+ bookValue
+ cadastralValue
+ capitalValue
+ rateableValue
+ commercialValue
+ selfAssessedValue
+ ecosystemServiceValue
+ other

«codeList»
Valuation Information::VM_ValuationApproach

+ costApproach: VM_CostApproach [0..1]
+ incomeApproach: VM_IncomeApproach [0..1]
+ salesComparisonApproach: VM_SalesComparisonApproach [0..1]

«codeList»
Valuation Information::
VM_TypeOfTransaction

+ openMarketSale
+ inheritance
+ forcedSale
+ familyTransfer
+ voluntaryTransfer
+ exchange
+ courtDecision
+ other

«featureType»
Administrative::LA_BAUnit

«featureType»
Spatial Unit::LA_SpatialUnit

«featureType»
Administrative::LA_RRR

«FeatureType»
Administrative::
LA_Restriction

+ partyRequired: Boolean [0..1]
+ type: LA_RestrictionType

Class

«interface»
SDG_1.5.2

+ SDGId: Oid
+ globalGDP: Currency
+ valuationData: List<VM_Valuation>
+ calculateDirectEconomicLoss(category: String): Currency
+ calculateTotalDirectEconomicLoss(): Currency
+ calculateDirectEconomicLossRatio(): Float
+ generateEconomicLossReport(): SDG_1.5.2_Report

External:: ExtGDP
+ gdpD: Oid
+ region: CharacterString [0..1]
+ gdpValue: Currency

《method》
// pseudocode
public Currency calculateDirectEconomicLoss(String category) {
    Currency lossValue = getLossValueForCategory(category);
    return lossValue;
}

public Currency calculateTotalDirectEconomicLoss() {
    Currency totalLoss = new Currency(0);
    for (String category : getAllCategories()) {
        totalLoss.add(calculateDirectEconomicLoss(category));
    }
    return totalLoss;
}

public Float calculateDirectEconomicLossRatio() {
    Currency totalLoss = calculateTotalDirectEconomicLoss();
    Currency globalGDP = getGlobalGDP();
    return totalLoss.divide(globalGDP).floatValue();
}

《method》
public SDG_1.5.2_Report generateEconomicLossReport() {
    SDG_1.5.2_Report report = new SDG_1.5.2_Report();
    report.setTotalLoss(calculateTotalDirectEconomicLoss());
    report.setLossRatio(calculateDirectEconomicLossRatio());
    for (String category : getAllCategories()) {
        report.addCategoryLoss(category,
calculateDirectEconomicLoss(category));
    }
    report.setGlobalGDP(getGlobalGDP());
    return report;
}

Figure 8. Modeling of SDG Indicator 11.5.2 calculation in a UML class diagram.

4. Discussion

The detailed examination of specific case studies illuminates the tangible contributions
of the LADM to realizing SDG objectives. By integrating the LADM’s components with
various SDG indicators, the capacity to ensure the security of land rights, promote gender
equality in agricultural land rights, manage marine areas for biodiversity conservation
and assess economic losses in disaster-prone areas is demonstrated. These practical cases
underscore not only the immediate benefits of the LADM but also its potential for global
applications, offering mutual benefits within the SDG framework. In detail:
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1. Land Registration and SDG 1.4.2: The first case study focuses on the integration of
the LADM’s land registration component with SDG Indicator 1.4.2, which measures
the proportion of the adult population with secure rights to land. By mapping legal
documentation of ownership and perceived security of rights to key elements of the
LADM (such as LA_Party, LA_RRR, LA_Source), this study reveals the framework’s
capability in ensuring the security of land rights.

2. Agricultural Land Rights and SDG 5.a.1: The second case examines agricultural land
rights (SDG Indicator 5.a.1) from a gender equality perspective, exploring land rights
issues. The land registration and rights components of the LADM are utilized to
analyze the proportion of the agricultural population, particularly women, who have
secure rights to agricultural land, highlighting the LADM’s application in promoting
gender equality and land rights.

3. Marine Area Management and SDG 14.5.1: The third case turns its attention to the
LADM’s marine area management and its combination with SDG Indicator 14.5.1 (the
coverage of protected marine areas). The application of the LADM in defining and
managing protected areas and marine zones demonstrates how effective management
of marine protected areas can support biodiversity conservation goals.

4. Land and Property Valuation and SDGs 11.5.2: The fourth case explores the rela-
tionship between the LADM’s land and property valuation component and SDG
indicators 11.5.2 (direct economic loss attributed to disasters as a proportion of global
GDP). Through estimating and calculating economic losses, this case showcases the
potential application of the LADM in disaster risk assessment and management.

Furthermore, the insights derived from these case studies have significant policy
implications. Policymakers can strategically incorporate the LADM into land management
frameworks, streamlining processes and enhancing the overall efficiency at both local
and national levels. The focus on gender equality in agricultural land rights suggests
policies tailored to address gender disparities, emphasizing the LADM’s role in this critical
aspect. Marine area management policies, informed by the LADM, can contribute to
biodiversity conservation goals, showcasing the potential for environmental sustainability.
Additionally, integrating the LADM into disaster risk assessment and management policies
provides a robust foundation for decision-making processes related to disaster risk. These
recommendations offer a practical roadmap for leveraging the LADM to achieve sustainable
development goals, providing actionable strategies for policymakers and organizations to
enhance their land management policies.

This research also holds substantial implications for decision-making processes at
various levels, spanning from local to international spheres. The insights derived from the
case studies provide actionable guidance for policymakers. At the local level, municipal
and regional authorities can optimize land management practices by integrating the LADM
into local policies, positively impacting communities. Nationally, governments can formu-
late comprehensive land administration policies aligned with SDGs. Internationally, this
research contributes to discussions within ISO TC211 and the Land Administration Domain
Working Group of the Open Geospatial Consortium (LandAdmin DWG), informing the
development of specific LADM revisions. It is also helps to support the “standards” in the
nine pathways proposed by FELA (Framework for Effective Land Administration).

However, limitations exist in this methodology that need further exploration. The ini-
tial step of the Four-Step Method, Step 1: Keyword Extraction and Preliminary Filtering,
currently relies heavily on manual literature reviews. Future iterations may benefit from
integrating advanced semantic network technologies and ontology-construction methods.
Despite the potential for these technologies to streamline the process, they also introduce
the possibility of errors that need careful consideration and mitigation. Another limitation
relates to the adaptability of this method. The current approach is designed for indicators
with explicit calculation formulas. Challenges emerge when dealing with indicators lacking
clear formulas or those of a complex nature, as seen in the case of Indicator 1.4.2(b), which
assesses the perceived security of land tenure rights. Effectively addressing these nuances
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requires a more detailed and nuanced approach, potentially prompting an expansion of the
methodology’s scope.

5. Conclusions

This study explores the substantial contribution of the LADM to realizing SDG ob-
jectives by screening LADM-related indicators and employing a systematic “Four-Step
Method” to formalize four case studies. The findings highlight the LADM’s significant
potential for improving land use planning, management efficiency, and sustainable land
administration. The individual case studies affirm the LADM’s pivotal role in advancing
crucial areas such as land registration, rights assertion, and information management,
aligning with the targets of land-related SDGs.

In addition to these contributions, this paper proposes enhancements to the ongoing
revision of the multi-part LADM standard, especially Part 6. These include novel proce-
dures for calculating indicators, the integration of blueprints for external classes addressing
additional information needs, and the design of interface classes for displaying indicator
values specific to countries and reporting years. This study underscores the profound po-
tential of the LADM in supporting SDG achievement and provides a systematic approach
for its integration into sustainable land administration practices. The presented “Four-Step
Method” for formalizing SDG indicators is versatile, suggesting compatibility with other
(ISO) standards. A more formal indicator foundation is advocated to eliminate ambigu-
ities, enhance efficiency in computation and yield more accurate values, truly reflecting
SDG realization.

In future research, it should be emphasized that although the theoretical research in
this paper provides a solid foundation for the integration of the LADM and SDGs, there
are still insufficient case studies in practical applications. Therefore, future work should
focus on integrating this theoretical framework with specific practice cases. Specifically,
future research should:

1. Expand on Implementation Studies: The theoretical method developed in this re-
search should be applied to actual data from different countries and regions. This
will help in assessing the LADM’s applicability and effectiveness in diverse legal and
cultural settings.

2. Identify and Address Gaps: By integrating real-world data, future work can bridge
the gaps between current land management practices and the ideal scenarios envis-
aged by LADM and SDG integration. Identifying these gaps is crucial for developing
targeted strategies to address them.

3. Improve Policies and Systems: Use the insights gained from practical applications of
the LADM in supporting SDGs to provide concrete recommendations for governments
and policymakers. This will aid in improving land management systems and policies
to better align with sustainable development goals.

4. Conduct Formal Standardization: The obtained results will be exploited by the
editorial team for LADM revisions in order to discuss them within ISO TC211 and/or
the LandAdmin DWG. Valuable insights can be used in Part 2: Land Registration,
Part 3: Marine Georegulation, and Part 4: Valuation Information, while the calculation
of relevant indicators could be part of discussions regarding the development of Part
6: Implementations.

Various SDGs and indicators lie within the scope of the LADM; however, the presented
Four-Step Method to formalize the SDG indicators is generic and it is expected to work well
in combination with other (ISO) standards, like ISO19144-2 [34] Land Cover Meta Language
(LCML) and ISO19107 [35] Geographic information—Spatial schema. Future work related
to a formalization similar to the one presented in this paper of all SDG indicators will result
in more accurate indicator values and calculations, facilitating true SDG realization.
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